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“GO ROGUE” WITH THE NEW RIDGE WARRIOR RM750 ELECTRIC FAT-TIRE BIKE FROM ROGUE RIDGE™ 
 

The Strongest, Most Reliable Off-Road E-Bike for Hunting Deep in the Backcountry  
 

Belgrade, MT — For when you want to get to those hard to reach places easily, quickly and quietly, there’s no better mode of transportation 
than the new Ridge Warrior RM750 by Rogue Ridge™, the newest addition to the company’s line of high-performance fat-tire electric bikes 
that can confidently take on any terrain with power from rocks and mud to sand and snow.   
 
“If you hunt the backcountry, you understand first-hand how difficult it can be to pack game out from places where gas-powered machines 
can’t access,” said Mark Garcia, Rogue Ridge founder.  “The new Ridge Warrior RM750 is the ultimate backcountry e-bike with the necessary 
power, durability and quality required to get hunters to and from the toughest hunting spots quickly and quietly,” he added. 
 
Blast up steep hills and conquer the roughest land with the Ridge Warrior RM750, purposely built with the highest quality components 
available.  It all starts with the bike’s powerful 750-watt motor system and 13 amp hour Samsung 48V13AH Lithium Ion battery which means 
the Ridge Warrior RM750 is capable of extra long rides into the backcountry at full power.  The bike’s frame is tech welded 6061 aluminum 
alloy, making it strong enough to hold loads up to 330lbs of rider and gear.  This is an important feature for hunters, especially if the hunt is 
successful and they’re planning on bringing their trophy back to camp. The Ridge Warrior RM750 is built to handle the extra load. 
 
So, how fast can the bike go?  The Ridge Warrior RM750 can reach speeds up to 20 miles per hour without pedaling.  The bike has an 
average range of 25 miles without pedaling, and 50-60 miles in Pedal-Assist Mode.  Also incorporated into the bike is a full-color digital display 
that shows speed, avg. speed, trip distance and remaining battery power.  Its Kenda 26”x4.0” tires feature inner tubes for extra durability and a 
smooth ride. Like all Ridge Warrior bikes, the RM750 includes mudguards and a 50-lumen, hand-activated headlight. Additional features 
include: 
 
Motor: Bafang RM G06.750. DC 
Fork: Mozo, dropout 135mm  
Deraileur: Shimano 1x7 series 
Throttle: Thumb throttle  
Rear Cassette: ARDTY300D, 7 speed, Shimano 
Front Brake: Shimano ASMRT26M 180mm 
Rear Brake: Shimano ASMRT26M 160mm 
Brake levers: Promax HB-3188 
Tires: Juggernaut 26” x 4.0″ tubeless  
Stem: Promax MA-400  
 
The Rogue Ridge Warrior Ridge RM750 is available for a competitive retail price of $3,700. 

 
About Rogue Ridge 
Rogue Ridge was founded after many years of packing game out of the backcountry and countless hours of research. With over 25 years of 
outdoor industry experience, the company worked with top engineers to develop Rogue Ridge Bikes, the ultimate off-road, fat-tire e-bike 
available today. Determined to be the strongest, most reliable e-bike on the market, Rogue Ridge is the ultimate transportation for getting to 
those hard-to-reach places. For more information, call 1-844-GORogue or go to www.rogueridge.com.  
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